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My Bad MS Paint Fanart Doodles
by Absolute Toilet (VisceraNight)

Summary

As the title says.

Notes

See the end of the work for notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/VisceraNight/pseuds/Absolute%20Toilet


Shippo floaty

Chapter Notes

Hey, fuck Photobucket and all their bullshit.

In other news, the image should be working in this chapter again.

Shippo in his floaty-thing transformation.



Zorak

Chapter Summary

I actually won a fanart contest on the Adult Swim forums with this. There was one other entry
and people voted for me ironically.



Luna cat face

Chapter Summary

Luna the cat from Sailor Moon.



Meatwad



Master Shake

Chapter Summary

More like Crapster Shake.



Chocobo rear view

Chapter Summary

CHOCOBO BUTT



Tyrian from RWBY

Chapter Notes

You miiiiiight have already seen this if you follow me on tumblr, or if you follow the RWBY -
isms fam.



Qrow from RWBY

Chapter Summary

Qrow in bird form, eating sunflower seeds angrily because he is offended that he was given
sunflower seeds.



Katakuri from One Piece

Chapter Summary

sad Katakuri and ಠ_ಠ Katakuri reaction images that I whipped up for my Katakuri RP blog on
tumblr. (The blog has been deleted for years, but I still have these. XD)

 





Crowley

Chapter Summary

snek Crowley doin' a hiss



Katakuri's Purple Hair

Chapter Summary

Another old pic I found when I was digging up some of my old art for something else.

I drew this after Katakuri first appeared in the anime and we found out his hair is purple.
(After just assuming it was black because he'd never been shown in color in the manga.)



Qrow again

Chapter Summary

Another old bad doodle of Qrow in bird form.



End Notes

Due to the tag limit and also my own desire not to be annoying, any more of my bad art will be
posted in collections that are separated by fandom.

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/7852468/comments/new
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